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Jesus says… I am asking you, to expect success that is out of your league 

April 10th, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 

Clare began… Jesus, what is on Your heart tonight? 

Jesus answered… “That if all goes well, we will soon be out of the danger zone. The media is trying to 
paint a picture of doom and gloom, but some people are actually waking up and seeing for themselves 
that there is a man in the White House, a real man. Someone willing to take responsibility and act 
appropriately. Not just a PR job, which is what has robbed this nation of her integrity and reputation. 
But a man who has caught an understanding of what this nation is all about. He is a visionary in the true 
sense of the word.” 

And I looked up visionary, even though I kinda knew what it meant: a person thinking about or planning 
the future with imagination or wisdom. “A visionary leader.” synonyms: inspired, imaginative, creative, 
inventive, ingenious, enterprising, innovative. 

“Yes, he truly is all of those things. And you are, too, My love. You just don’t dream big enough.” 

Oh. 

“You look to yourself too much, rather than envisioning what I can do through you. For instance, you 
have an attitude of struggling with your music. I wish for you to have an attitude that says, ‘Every time 
I play the piano something new, beautiful and inspired for others, comes out.’ If you had this attitude, 
you wouldn’t see it so much as a threatening challenge everyone else can do but not you. You count too 
much on your lack of skill and experience, when you should be counting on Me to surprise you.” 

I’m almost afraid to be given these wonderful melodies, Jesus, and never go anywhere with them. I 
want to finish songs, Lord. And that’s true, guys. I’ll sit down to the piano and a beautiful melody will 
come out and the words will come with it – and I get so wrapped up in that I never finish it. I can’t tell 
you how many songs I have that are started, but that I haven’t finished yet. Because I don’t have the 
skill on the piano and that’s, of course, what we’re working on. 

“We are working on that, don’t lose the joy of playing, experimenting, letting go. I enjoy that very 
much. You don’t have to be always singing a holy message, you can play for the joy of it and I will 
STILL touch hearts. Isn’t that amazing?” 

Yes, it is! 

“Then don’t be afraid to put out instrumentals. They count, too. I know you are bemoaning the lateness 
of time and that you haven’t been able to work with your music tonight, but please accept that some 
days are like that and it can’t be helped. Just make sure you don’t waste time that I gave you for 
music. Right now you are challenged with getting things workable with your equipment, but when you 
are done, everything will run smooth and seamless.” 

‘Lord, would you please give me the gift of humming or singing spontaneously to a melody? Or even 
spontaneously around the house? It seems to me that there is a block in the way of me vocalizing. Why 
am I always so quiet?’ 
And even when I was studying vocalizing and getting your vocal chords in order, I still had a hard time 
remembering to open my mouth and practice. 
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And the Lord said… “And is this what you want?” 

I really do! 

“Then it is yours. Just begin to manifest it. Have Ezekiel lay hands on you for that. I will anoint you 
through his hands.” 

Now? 

“If you wish.” 

I do! (So I went and had Ezekiel pray for me.) 

Thank You Lord. 

“Getting back to what we were discussing, I have a problem with My people. They are not believing Me 
for the anointing and talent to carry out My will for them. I have so much I want to do with every 
single one, yet they’ve been conditioned to stay in the box and not peek out – let alone climb out. Yet 
the rope of grace is continually before them; all they need to do is ask in faith and it will be done for 
them.” 

“That phrase you read today that stuck with you, what did it say?” 

It said… ‘What would you attempt to do if you knew you could not fail?” Wow!!!! That opens up a whole 
new dimension, Lord.’ 

“Yes, it does. Believe Me for the impossible.” 

Lord, I love what I’m doing. I just want to be better at it. 

“And that’s the point… when was the last time you asked Me to make you a better shepherdess?” 

Ummm….a few days ago? 

“Yes, and you are moving in My anointing for that. But ask every day and see what happens. Come to Me 
with your music and voice every day asking for a fresh anointing. Ask My Spirit to use you to reach a 
soul today and then be sensitive to His leading. EXPECT these prayers to be answered, with all your 
heart and strength and mind. EXPECT it. That is the substance of faith, expecting that what you ask 
for in accordance with My will, that it surely will be accomplished.” 

“That is the springboard to greatness. Not as the world sees greatness, rather as I see it. A little one 
with a BIG anointing and a very small self-image, even a forgetfulness of self. Just as water seeks the 
lowest place to come to rest, so does My anointing. Seeing the virtue in others as greater than 
yourself is a guaranteed exercise in humility that will bring you to that point.” 

“So, I am asking you to stay little, but expect BIG things from My hand. The only reason something is 
big is because it needs to reach a lot of people. And yet the soul who maintains in their hearts, with 
complete abandon, that they are nothing and yet God is doing great things through them, in spite of 
that, is a soul I can invest with greatness, because they will not abuse it.” 

“This is what I am doing with Heartdwellers. I am asking you, My people, to expect success that is out 
of your league. Not because I want to exalt you but because I want to draw all men to Me, and it is 
necessary to reach many. So, expect that you will be reaching more and more souls for Me with the 
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anointing I increase in you daily. Do not be amazed, rather expect it. I have a storehouse of graces 
that is spilling out in abundance that I have chosen you to receive. Only believe in Me and My goodness 
and you will receive it.” 

“Then keep your head down and look up at those around you with an awareness of their great virtue 
and honor them. In this way, you will be kept safely in the anointing and not fall into pride. Yes, I am 
looking for those who believe. They are the ones who will receive the lion’s portion, going from glory to 
glory.” 

“Now I ask you, dear ones. Spend a few moments and answer that question, ‘What would you attempt if 
you knew you could not fail?’ Answer that and pray to Me for the guidance to accomplish it. By the way, 
some of you have truly taken to heart what I have said about not poking constantly around on the 
internet looking for the latest Rapture prophecy. Your child-like trust brings Me great glory.” 

“I am putting out the word about the impending Rapture, but it is not for you who are on this path – 
rather for the ones who haven’t a clue about how deeply in self-love they are living. So, do not discount 
the prophetic words, but understand… This is to motivate those who are still serving themselves.” 

“You have already made the decision to serve Me; now it is time to get to work and expect the 
impossible. Remember, it is Me doing it through you, not you doing it by yourself.” 

Unless you abide in the vine you will not bear fruit, you are abiding in Me and you shall bear fruit. 
(taken from John 15:4) 

 


